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  Key Features 
 

Women play an important role within agriculture and overall 

rural economy. Yet women experience higher degree of 

marginalization, account to exploitation as unpaid labour, lack 

resource access, skills development and training and suffer due 

to poor health, water, sanitation and nutritional food 

availability.  

Understanding that multi-layered deprivation experienced by 

women and further gets intensified when engaging with women 

from Tribal, Schedule Castes and Minorities. BAIF thus intends to 

work specifically with Gender Sensitive approaches, through 

special women centric programs and incorporate key 

components across holistic development programs.  

The proposed project, “Suprakashita” attempts to address these 

challenges and builds a comprehensive model empowering 

women as change-makers and ensures access to sustainable 

livelihoods locally. 
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1. Underlying Problem   

As per the 2011 Census, more than 14.98 crore women work in agriculture. Women actively participate 

in Agriculture and 65.1% of total female are engaged primarily in agriculture. Studies indicate that 

women’s participation in agricultural sectors is around 47 per cent in tea plantations, 46.84 per cent in 

cotton cultivation, 45.43 per cent in oilseeds production, and 39.13 per cent in growing vegetables. All 

this is labor-intensive work, but often considered ‘unskilled’. Women account for almost 93 per cent of 

the workers in dairy production. As per a UN Women 2017 report focused on Agriculture sector, despite 

women’s vital contribution to agriculture in India, they lack control over land and livestock and don’t have 

access to irrigation, credit, extension services (including technical updates) and markets. These challenges 

further intensify for women from marginalized Tribal, Schedule Castes and Minorities Communities. 

Further, vulnerabilities to climate change, degradation of natural resources and overall poor growth in 

agriculture is impacting women most. Major challenges faced by women in Agriculture have been detailed 

below:  

 Lack of recognition as Farmers and contribution in decision making: Even though women work 

as cultivators and agricultural labourers, they say that they are ‘principally engaged in housework’. 

According to Census 2011, 61.6 per cent of rural women (aged 15-59) say household work is their 

principal activity. Of these, 45 per cent work can be considered a part of farming. The reasons why 

women’s work in agriculture is under-reported in official statistics are many – it is often home-

based, informal, flexible, an extension of their domestic work, and difficult to differentiate from 

paid work. Though women’s contribution towards agriculture is growing year after year, it is 

restricted largely to their role as farm labor. In terms of decision making with respect to major 

crops, the voice of women is not heard and all major decisions related to type of crops, 

implements, purchase of seeds etc. are taken by men. 

 Lack of control and access to resources, training and skill development opportunities:  As per 

India Human Development Survey 2011-12 is average land holding size owned by women is 0.94 

hectare whereas it is 1.18 hectares among men. In addition to lower land holding their access to 

water, support schemes and farming equipments often available to male farmers is also very 

limited.  

 Wage Gaps, Unpaid and underpaid labor work: An ILO study indicates more than half the woman 

workers in agriculture are unpaid family labour and at an average men’s wages in agriculture are 

1.4 times higher than the wages earned by women. This limits economic growth opportunities for 

women and also demeans their work, resulting in poor respect and recognition for their 

contribution as farmers.  

 Poor agricultural yield due to regressive farming practices: Farmers are growing of similar crops 

year after year without proper planning and foresight of future prices that would be prevalent in 

the market. Only around 5% of the farmers take up soil testing, seed treatment and seed testing. 

Farmers are dependent on commercial seed varieties and are ending up spending good amounts 

on commercial seeds. At times owing to unavailability of these seeds in the market, farmers are 

either going to long distances to procure the variety or ending up waiting for the seeds, there by 

delaying sowing. DAP and urea is the only fertilizers used. Managing the nutrient requirement of 

crops using a variety of activities such as crop rotation, FYM, green manure crops etc. is not taken 

up by farmers. There is heavy pest incidence on crops and increased usage of pesticides without 
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proper knowledge of ETL at which pesticides are to be used is predominant. Also, farmers do not 

have proper knowledge of specific pesticides, fungicides and appropriate doses of these chemicals 

on specific pests and diseases. Farmers are unaware of contingency measures to be taken up 

during adverse climatic conditions.  Farmers are not aware of the key growth stages where 

irrigation is required failing which yields would be lower. Farmers do not follow in situ methods 

of cultivation such as ridge and furrow based cultivation, compartmental bunding and opening a 

dead furrow. In situ water conservation methods such as bunding, growing of binding crops such 

as vetiver on farm bunds, growing of crops after identifying the slope of the area, crop plantation 

on waste lands, construction of farm ponds is inadequate thereby leading to water runoff and soil 

erosion, further depleting the soil fertility. 

 Underutilized Crop Livestock Nexus: Rural economy operates through an integrated Crop – 

Livestock System, wherein majority of farmers secure their livelihoods from mixed income 

generated from agriculture yields and animal husbandry. Yet there is huge unexplored potential 

within the nexus to generate additional income sources and support farmers to improve their 

productivity. Farmers have limited knowledge and exposure on available technologies and cost 

effective technique to utilize their livestock and crop resources effectively, thus at present the 

Crop Livestock System is underutilized by majority of farmers.  

 Lack of access to Machinery and drudgery reducing tools: Women farmers play traditional roles 

in agriculture such as seed bed preparation, transplantation of seedlings, weeding, application of 

fertilizers, harvesting of agricultural produce, threshing and other post-harvest operations such 

as removing husk from maize cobs, winnowing of wheat and Rice etc. All these drudgery ridden 

activities taken up by women are done manually without using any machinery. Even if the male 

counterparts use tractors, ploughs, seed drills, threshers etc. (sparingly though), women are 

neither exposed to, nor do they use any of these machines. 

 Poor access to nutritious food: Households retain the agricultural produce such as Jowar, Wheat, 

pulses, vegetables and oil seeds etc. for domestic use however Cereals and Millets, Milk, 

vegetables and fruits needs to be mostly procured through markets. Due to this only 5% of the 

required vegetables which are the most important sources of essential vitamins and minerals are 

consumed by the households. Similarly, around 50% of the recommended consumption of milk 

and fruits is consumed along with 62% of the cereal consumption. Also, consumption of fruits and 

vegetables is seasonal and families usually depend on cereals and pulses for around 6 months in 

a year owing to lower availability of vegetables in the fields from January till July that is the onset 

of monsoon. Hence the condition worsens for girls and women as men are often given priority 

and women and girls are unable to intake nutritious food. They also lack access to clean drinking 

water, sanitation and menstrual hygiene thus absorption is further lower, leading to lower 

immunity levels and high incidence of water borne diseases.   

 Lack of access to credit, social security schemes, pensions, insurance leading to poor bargaining 

power and safety nets: Women’s access to credit, social security, insurance and pensions has 

been very limited as while the government has initiated many women-centric schemes for 

economic development, education and health, these schemes have had limited access due to 

poor awareness and efficiency in reaching out to women. Lack of these schemes and benefits 

adversely impacts women’s barging power and increases their vulnerability with a poor fallback 

position and lack of safety nets.   

The problem tree presented further details and correlates these challenges: 
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2. The Solution  

The proposed solution approach takes a four-point strategy to address key challenges as highlighted 

above and addresses the following issues in a systematic manner:  

 Large share of unpaid work with limited livelihood and income Generation Opportunities  

 Poor health awareness and lack of access to water, sanitation and nutritious food 

 Poor women’s participation within Gram Sabhas and mainstream development initiatives  

 Lack women’s agency leading to poor bargaining power and fallback position  

Thus the “Suprakashita” Concept aims at developing a cadre of Champion Farmers, Community Resource 

Persons and Women Entrepreneurs who will intern train, engage and support peer to gain the following:   

 Livelihoods and access to skill development and training, alternate income generation 
opportunities and groups enterprises  

 Improve quality of life and Access to Water. Sanitation, Nutrition and better health care practices   

 facilitate access to social security schemes  

 collectively build women’s agency at grassroots level actively participating and voicing out their 
opinions in Gram Sabhas and Village Development.  The following illustration highlights key 
activities that are being initiated under various programs and can be integrated into the model 
for building gender sensitive approaches:  

Some of the key interventions that shall be promoted through the model are illustrated below:  

In addition to these continuous efforts will be made to review and incorporate interventions that will 

empower women as grassroots change makers, in agriculture, leading rural enterprises and equal 

stakeholders in local governance.  
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3. Implementation Strategy  

In order to achieve the envisaged aim, the proposed solution has been divided into components. Each 
component includes series of systematically planned activities to catalyze the development process over 
the year and empower communities to continue the development effort even after the project concludes 
in a sustainable manner.  

The proposed solution shall be further referred as project in the document 

Ensuring Women Centrality through the project: Women empowerment and progressive involvement of 
women is a crucial part of the project strategy. As estimated 20 percent of rural households are de facto 
female headed due to widowhood, desertion or migration of the male members, alcoholism etc. leading 
to increased feminization of farming. Because of this, women have been identified as being more 
vulnerable to the effects of climate change.  

The project will make structured efforts to ensure absolute participation of women and would facilitate 
meaningful participation, increase number of women farmers who are adopters of these technologies, 
enhance knowledge/ skills and access of rural women and ensure better reach of gender sensitive 
technologies  to maximum  women.  

 In order to ensure women participation, project teams will engage with existing SHG women and 
identify women actively involved in meetings, farming related interventions as champion 
farmers.  

 In few locations where SHGs are not, organized project teams will engage with women either 
part of livestock rearers or existing women platforms /collectives.  

 In addition, women farmers /women headed households to be focused in training and capacity 
building efforts. Through these pathways project teams will identify  champion farmers and 
women farmers participating in the project.  

 While selecting technologies, attempt will be made to select set of technologies leading to 
reduced   drudgery of women caused by climate change and agricultural adversities. In terms of 
coverage of project beneficiaries, conscious efforts to be made to see it that benefits of project 
are reached to rural women.    
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3.1 Project Locations  

The project can be implemented across the agricultural belt in India, especially the central and northern 
belt wherein women are taken prominence in agricultural activities, with more and more men migrating 
outside on seasonal and long term basis in search of employment and economic growth opportunities. In 
recent years the number of women actively engaging in farming has increased considerably in states of 
Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, Rajasthan, Maharashtra, 
Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka, yet women face major challenges and still are to receive their 
recognition as farmers.  

The project can be implemented in these states, with multiple clusters situated at intersections. Within 
each cluster there can be of 8-10 villages or 2500 families, outreaching to 1000 women farmers with 
information, products and services.  

3.2 Project Duration  

The project shall be implemented for a period of three years, covering minimum two cropping cycles 
each for Rabi and Kharif Seasons. Initial three months, prior to implementation of project activities shall 
be invested in location specific baseline and strategizing efforts.  

3.3 Component Specific Implementation Strategy  

The project can be divided into five major components, as follows: 

1. Capacity building of women farmers on improved agriculture   
2. Develop Champion Women Farmers  
3. Develop Community Resource Persons  
4. Develop Lead Entrepreneurs  
5. Organizing and Engaging women within an empowering network  

3.3.1 Key Activities to be implemented under each component 

Component 1: Capacity Building of Women Farmers on Improved Agriculture   

1. Crop specific training to farmers on improved agriculture: Target communities face severe treat to 
livelihoods securities with dwindling agricultural productivity, high risk from climate change impact 
and limited natural resources. Yet it is highly essential to equip local communities to ensure optimum 
use of available natural resources and build sustainable agricultural practices that ensure their 
present and future livelihoods securities. For the purpose crop specific POPs will be developed, as 
per agricultural practices and agronomical conditions of the target geography in consultation with 
agricultural scientist from Krishi VIghyan Kendras and agriculture experts from BAIF.   
 
The crop specific trainings will be imparted at village level, through training camps called “farmer 
field days” organized each season with audiovisual inputs delivered on specific to package of 
practices (POP) for major crop being cultivated in the region. Through the activity, 1000 women 
farmers will be outreached from 8-10 villages comprising each cluster. The trainings will create 
awareness and build capacities of farmers, promoting them to adopt suggested practices during 
cultivation.  
 
POP training modules disseminated during these sessions will cover the following key aspects of 
improved agricultural practices, coving following topics:  

 Efficient use of relevant farm equipment’s and precision in input application.  
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 Soil and climate requirement, soil testing and benefits  
 Best suited varieties for the area 
 Land preparation  
 Usage of certified seed  
 Seed treatment (bio fertilizer/ fungicide).  
 Soil testing based fertilizer recommendation  
 Micro nutrient inputs  
 Systematic sowing practices: Capacity building and training of farmers, with emphasis on 

distance and line sowing practices. 
 Integrated Nutrient and Pest Management (IPM) and effective INPM measures for each POP 

crop and preparation of herbicide/insecticide.  
 

2. Establish field demonstration plots: In order to fulfill the gap between knowledge and action, field 
demonstration plots will be developed with selectwomen farmers. Demonstration plots will be 
developed on 1 acre of land and farmers will be supported with onsite advisory, high yielding seed 
varieties input, and support for systematic farm mechanization.    
 
Demonstration plots would serve two major tenacities often faced at grassroots level. First being lack 
of practical exposure to latest technologies, improved agriculture inputs and systematic farming 
techniques. Second, being lack of field evidence of the promoted practices as while agriculture 
universities and Krishi Vigyan Kendras have trained farmers and disseminated information as there 
are very few farmers that adopt the suggested practice at village level, there is very little field 
evidence for farmers to understand the benefits and witness higher yields.  Demonstration plots will 
play an essential role to disseminate knowledge and proof the concept amongst farmers, 
instrumenting adoption of suggested practices at the village level.   
 
Farmer field schools will be organized on the demonstration plots each season, to build capacities of 
farmers and help them adopt the suggested POPs on their plots. Demonstration plots will be 
established with champion farmers and they will be enabled to disseminate knowledge among other 
farmers essential to promote adoption of suggested package of practices.  
 

3. Customize knowledge products as location crop and geographic agricultural specificities: Crop 
specific POP have been defined by each state, with support of thematic experts at respective states 
and central office. These POP’s will be customized as well local agricultural practices and documented 
into interactive audiovisual modules that will be during the farmer field days, organized at the village 
level each season. These modules will be developed in local languages and as required handout of 
suggested POPs will be provided to champion farmers for dissemination purposes.   

Component 2: Develop Champion Women Farmers  

1. Training and capacity building of champion farmers: The project plays special emphasis to empower 
women as change makers and influencers in everyday agriculture. In order to ensure this, active 
woman farmers from the village will be identified and trained through detailed sessions on improved 
agriculture practices. Majority of these sessions will be delivered through residential classroom 
trainings and exposure visits. Champion farmers they will be provided regular handholding support 
to establish demonstration plots and promote improved agricultural practices at the village level. It 
is envisaged that with regular handholding and knowledge dissemination, trained champion farmers 
will be developed as influences supporting knowledge dissemination at the village level and promote 
improved agricultural practices across target geographies.  
 

2. Organize farmer meetings: Champion farmers will conduct regular meeting with women farmers and 
SHG members at the village level, (twice each cropping season) to facilitate knowledge exchange and 
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share experiences amongst farmers while adopting suggested package of practices. The project 
teams will handhold Champion farmers in organizing and conducting these meetings regularly. It is 
envisaged that with regular meeting farmers build the sense of agency and further backward – 
forward agricultural linkages will be established through the close cohort.  

Key elements of the Training and Capacity Building Effort are elaborated as follows:  

• Orientations and capacity building on crop specific package of practices,  
• Use of improved seeds, farm mechanization,  
• Nutrient and pest control 
• Other relevant improved agriculture technologies.  
• Leadership development, soft skills, social mobilization.  
• Use of farm tools, machines and driving tractors.  
• Mobilization of various government line departments and agriculture schemes for 

mechanization and improved agriculture.  
• Detailed training and handholding on improved agriculture and crop specific package of 

practices.  
• To orient farmers on use of improved agriculture practices, farm mechanization and 

provide practical learning through onsite training. 

Following is a representation of the Knowledge dissemination model, led by the champion farmers.  

 

Component 3: Develop Community Resource Persons  

1. Identificiation, Selection Community Resource Persons: Local women between the age of 20-35, 

having at least studied till class 10th who are vocal and have a little bit of social orientation shall be 

identified and trained as community rsource persons. These women shall play a critical role in establishing 

convergence with local government and faciliate access to women centric schemens and policies, 

benifiting overall improvement in standard of living of women as well as gaining finacial benefits as 

farmers.  
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2. Capacity building of CRPS: Women CRPS shall be trained on various aspects including farming and key 

government schmens, so that they shall faciliate the local agriculture improvement and self governece 

process. After accessing training they shall support women farmers and closely work with Champion 

farmers to organise farmer field schools and faciliate convergence with government schemens.  

Some of the critical aspects of the capacity building effort are detailed further:  

The community resource persons are trained on the following aspects:  

1. Government Schemes and Policies: CRPs play an instrumental role in awareness generation and 
establishing convergence with government schemes and policies. Thus they are provided in depth 
knowledge on schemes and policies launched by central and state government. They are also 
supported to understand local schemes and subsidies offered by line departments in their 
respective states and regions. They CRPs are provided detailed information on eligibility, 
requirements and benefits offered by each scheme. The district teams play a pivotal role in 
capacity building and handholding of CRPs with provided need based support and clarifications.  

2. Documentation: Documentation is one of the most important activity accomplished by the CRPs 
and plays an important aspect of their role. CRPs are provided detailed training and handholding 
to efficiency complete documentation to access schemes by community members.  They are 
regularly provided handholding support to organise village meeting, engage with various 
stakeholders including government officials and community members.  

3. Soft Skills and Awareness Generation: As the CRPs play an important role in awareness 
generation, exposure and soft skills training plays a critical role to sharpen their articulation, 
presentation and rapport building skills. These skills are developed through classroom sessions by 
experts and regular handholding provided by field staff.    

4. Livelihood Centric Programs: As the program focusses on enhancing livelihoods of rural 
underserved communities, CRPs are trained on various aspects to improve agriculture yield, 
promote scientific livestock management and non-farm livelihood development. These trainings 
are imparted with community members through technical experts and CRPs are facilitated to 
support on-field demonstrations, onsite learnings.  

 Nutrition Centric Agriculture and Developing Kitchen Gardens: CRPs will be trained and in turn 
they shall support women farmers to grow vegetables, cereals, pulses and fruits on their farms 
and backyard kitchen gardens. In addition to supporting production they will also create 
awareness on nutritional value of various vegetables and promote practices to improve their 
food intake, use proper water and sanitation measures, leading an overall improvement in 
standard of living. Some of the Champion farmers will be supported to develop model home 
garden per village per year. These kitchen gardens shall be used to provide trainings and 
demonstrations on home gardens and on importance of nutrition. During the training cum 
demonstration events conducted at model farms, Community Resource Persons would provide 
awareness to women farmers on   importance of including vegetables in everyday diet. Also, 
through these programs, women would be made aware of the importance of cooking methods 
and fortification methods to enhance nutrition. Throughout the project, CRPs would identify 
traditional methods of ensuring self-sufficiency of various food groups and advocate to the 
women on such traditional practices that are already in use by some women or were used by 
earlier generations by way of case studies and video recordings. 

Component 4: Develop Lead Entrepreneurs   

Acknowledging the need for effective backward forward linkage and value addition of agriculture produce, 
local women engaged in entrepreneurship activities, active women farmers and women SHGs, shall be 
developed to establish local enterprises. These enterprises shall enable women to gain economic benefits 
and generate addition income.  
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Some of the key activities taken up by the lead entrepreneurs and local group enterprises are as follows:  

1. Establish custom hiring centers: Custom hiring centers will be established to facilitate increased 

adoption of farm mechanization and crop specific POPs. These custom hiring centers will be 

established at the village level and community bodies such as gram panchayats in partnership with 

women SHGs will own and manage these centers. Essential farm equipment will be procured through 

the custom hiring centers and equipment will be provided to farmers in target villages on a pay and 

use basis. During the project period, revenue generated through the centers will be collected in a 

suitability fund and in future, the fund will be utilized to ensure effective maintenance of farm 

equipment.  

 

In order to ensure that each custom hiring center is stocked with highly essential equipment, during 

the need assessment an inventory of existing equipment with farmers will be taken and as per the 

identified need, equipment will be procured as per need of each location. Farm based equipment’s 

such as tillers, zero tillage machines, seed drillers, conoweeder, automatic paddy implanter, 

harvesters, threshers, etc. are available and usage is demonstrated on field.  Following a brief 

representation of the operational model of the Custom Hiring Center and a detailed note on CHC 

operations is provided in Annexure 1.  

 

As part of project pilot one of the CHCs will be equipped with a tractor and one of the CHCs will be 

enabled additionally with Rice Transplanter along with Trringo operations, tentatively in Mysore CHC.  
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2. Establishment of seed banks: One seed bank shall be established per village in order to make 
available traditional seeds to the local women farmers who are facing difficulties in procuring seeds. 
Produce from the demonstration plots equivalent to investment made by the project on the 
demonstration units would be collected to establish seed banks. Farmers could take loan from the 
seed bank and would return double to amount of seeds to the seed bank after the crop cycle. 
Appropriate seed storage structures shall be constructed on order to protect the seeds. Women 
farmers would be explained the4 importance of seed banks to protect local seeds during the 
demonstrations at the model farms.  

3. Value addition and backward forward agri linked enterprises: Women entrepreneurs will be trained 
and supported to establish local Agi linked entrepreneurs.  The project teams shall conduct local 
value chain analysis and identify opportunities for primary processing such as cleaning and grading 
equipment and other processing.  Further to identification such enterprises shall be developed which 
shall include value chains of major crops, collective marketing, marketing of agricultural 
commodities, along with value addition of agriculture produce to enhance returns. 
 

4. Capacity building: Training programs on value chain analysis, primary and secondary processing and 
marketing shall be conducted to select women farmers and agricultural laborers. Support shall be 
provided by the project in establishing linkages with various private and public entities for marketing 
the agricultural produce.  
 

Component 5: Organizing and Engaging women within an empowering network 

The project will establish women farmers, entrepreneurs and CRPs network and that will support and 
strengthened eco-system with key stakeholders that provide with training, handholding and business 
development enabling local decentralized production and centralized marketing of various produce, 
services provided by women entrepreneurs developed. 

Key activities facilitated through the network are elaborated as follows:  

1. Convergence: During the project, need of the project area in terms of government schemes and 

targets of various government departments for the year shall be identified. Based on the same, 

convergence with various government schemes shall be planned and in coordination with various 

government departments, the schemes shall be taken up.  

 

2. Improving the availability of farm credit to women farmers: The project teams, along with CRPs 

and members of women producer groups shall visit the bank branches in order establish working 

relationship with the bank personnel. Also, bank personnel shall be invited to Krishi melawa in 

order to build confidence of bankers on the activities taken up by the women farmers and their 

ability to repay the farm credit in a timely manner. In addition, project shall ensure that the bank 

managers receive bi monthly newsletter of the project. Proposals on issuing credit to women 

farmers shall also be submitted to NABARD under several initiatives that are being taken up by 

them. The Network shall take the support of DRDA, Credit Cooperative Societies and Lead Bank 

managers in this regard. 

 

3. Organize Producer Groups: Mobilization and promotion of producer groups: Meetings with 

Women SHGs, Gram Sabha shall be conducted on order to spread awareness on the project in 

addition to identification and selection of project beneficiaries. Based on the land availability 

status and type of crops grown, selected beneficiaries shall be grouped in to producer groups 

with around 15 members per group. The CRPS shall conduct meetings with the members of 
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producer groups shall be conducted in order to discuss the importance of coming together to 

form block level producer federation. 

 

4. Community Investment Fund: In order to support the producer groups with funds as and when 

required, the project shall support the network with a Community Investment Fund which shall 

be on lent to the members with minimum interest rate. 

3.3.2 Strategies for disseminating knowledge 

Knowledge accumulation: Traditional knowledge of women farmers on sustainable farming practices 
and food security, relevant information from extension department of agricultural university, 
information from agricultural department and Krishi Vigyan Kendra would be collated during the initial 
phase of project implementation and would be updated periodically by way of meetings and exposure 
visits of project staff.  
 
Relevance of knowledge to project area and target group: The relevance of the available knowledge 
and information to the project area and to the target group of women farmers would be assessed based 
on the base line survey and in consultation with the agricultural research stations. 
 
 
Knowledge dissemination:  
 

 Based on the relevance of knowledge/information to the project area and the target group, 
relevant handbooks and other material would be prepared and disseminated to women farmers 
through awareness programs. 

 Video documentation of best practices shall be taken up for the benefit of the target group. 

 Women leaders who would be identified in each and every village would convey key messages 
to women farmers based on their informal interactions with other women farmers.  

 Champion Farmers would be identified and their home gardens and agricultural lands would be 
used for method demonstrations and result demonstrations. 

4. Key Impact Points  

Direct impact of the project will be through increased agricultural production due to increased adoption 
of improved agricultural practices that drive four major changes:  

 Yields of all major crops register a higher increase  

 Crop diversification also registers an increase, with the double number of farmers growing 
progressive crops and practice improved agriculture.  

 Due to crop diversification, area under cultivation in rabi season is envisaged to increase three 
times. Few households shall also cultivate in summer season.  

 Use of organic fertilizers and pesticides increases considerable, reducing input cost.  

 Increased productivity of land and labor with introduction of systematic farm mechanization and 
optimal utilization of resources.  

In addition, to enhancement in crop yields project will make indispensable efforts to empower grassroots 
women and communities, emphasizing on strengthening women’s agency and community based 
ownership. Key aspects of capacity development component are elaborated as follows:  

 Capacity building of community members: Capacity-building inputs on technical and non-
technical components will be provided to women farmers and champion farmers on continuous 
basis. By completion of the project, champion farmers can effectively share knowledge, practices 
with each other and continue promotion of developing Land Based Livelihoods. The village level 
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meeting will contribute immensely to strengthen SHG groups, empower women members and 
promote farmers to make progressive changes in every day agriculture.  

 Ownership and accountability: Involving community members and especially women farmers at 
each level of implementation, community’s ownership and accountability will increase thus 
empowering women change makers to continue promotion of improved agriculture practices 
even after the project concludes.  

 Increased Income of women members: New income generation avenues through 
entrepreneurship will provide women and households with an additional income stream. 
This will enable women to support their purchase of land and assets,  re-invest their 
additional incomes into other enterprises and invest in better education and health 
services. 

 Increased credit worthiness: Access to credit and financial services will increase through 
the intervention thus increasing their credit worthiness.  

 Expansion of customer base: Women entrepreneurs will be encouraged to go out of their 
shops and reach out to rural households at their doorsteps, within their villages as well as 
catchment villages. This will lead to an expansion of their customer base.  

 Enhanced business risk appetite: Women entrepreneurs will develop a more nuanced 
understanding of doing business, leading to an increase in business risk appetite. Apart 
from investing more on their existing business, they are also exploring newer businesses 
opportunities.  

 Increased involvement in decision making: Women will eventually gain acceptance as 
entrepreneurs and their participation at the community level gram panchayat meeting 
and gram sabhas will also increase. This will inturn lead to increased involvement in 
decision making at both community and household level.  

 Increased access to social security measures: Their acceptance as entrepreneurs will 
increase in the community through the various advocacy raised through the network will 
strengthen the social security net available at the grassroots level – benefiting women with 
insurance, pensions etc and improve their fallback position.  

 Increased community wellbeing: With increased awareness on WASH and nutrition, 
entrepreneurs and communities will engage in purchase of high impact, drudgery 
reduction products and undertake healthy practices impacting their health and wellbeing.  

 

4.2 Positive Contribution to SDGs  

The project effort significantly contributes towards reaching following Sustainable Development Goals in 
a systematic manner: 

The project effort significantly contributes towards reaching following Sustainable Development Goals in 
a systematic manner: 

 

 

 Increased income of women farmers from agriculture, livestock and agriculture 
allied businesses.  

 Increased access skill development and economic growth opportunities  

 Reduced vulnerability and improved access to social security schemes, 
strengthened safety nets. 
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5. Long Term Engagement Strategy  

Sustainability is at the core the core element of the project. Project sustainability and continuity 

of impact is ensured through the following key components of the project:  

Further, the project ensures to developing sustainable institutional mechanisms to ensure project 

sustainability after completion of project period:  

 

 Custom Hiring Centers: The custom hiring centers will continue to deliver machinery, 

tools and services on a pay and use model even after the project concludes. Further, the 

interest earned from sustainability fund created at the project level through the rent 

accumulation during the project will support CHC enterprise to regularly maintain and 

repair tools and machinery available at the CHC.  

 Increased productivities of food gains, milk, dairy products. 

 Improved access to nutritious food, including increased consumption of millets 
and vegetables.   

1. Improved sanitation, hygiene and WASH practices 
2. Improved access to social security schemes, enabling better access to health care 

system through health insurances 

1. Increased participation of women in gram Sabhas , Panchayats and village 
development initiates.  

2. Organising women, building their agency 
3. Better skill development and economic growth opportunities.   

1. Increased economic growth opportunities, and support livelihood enhancement and 
alternate income generation.  

2. Engage women locally in productive forms and organise them in collectives  

1. Increased participation of women in gram Sabhas, Panchayats and village 
development initiates.  

2. Organising women, building their agency 
3. Better skill development and economic growth opportunities.   

1. Increased access to clean drinking water sanitation.  
2. Improvement in health awareness and behaviour change   
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 Active role of Champion Women Farmers and Lead Entrepreneurs: It is envisaged that 

the champion women farmers can continue delivering farm advisory to farmers on and 

earn an additional honorarium from their service and as they will be enabled to establish 

linkages with government, they can support their livelihoods working as Krishi Sakhis 

facilitating linkages with government schemes and policies. Some of the Champion 

farmers will be linked to the dealer network of Mahindra and Mahindra and they can 

play an active role as a business correspondent. In addition, all Champion women 

farmers will be trained to establish farm linked enterprises such as nursery raising, 

vermicomposting, grafting, organic fertilizer and pesticide making etc. and some of the 

women farmers will establish such enterprises and deliver to the emerging demand of 

farm inputs at the village level.  

 

With the support of these systematic inputs and established mechanisms, it is envisaged that the 

project will demonstrate a replicate model that can be scaled up in other similar locations 

incorporating learnings and insights from this project.  

 



       

 

 

3.3.3 Chain of Results    



       

 

 

ANNEXURE A 

NOTE ON CUSTOM HIRING CENTRE 
 

Backdrop – Average operational land holding size in the country is estimated at 1.16 ha. About 80% of the 
land holdings are operated by small and marginal farmers owning <1 and 1-2 ha holdings, respectively. 
These farmers cannot invest in costly farm machinery and depend on hiring of implements to carryout 
agricultural operations in their fields. In rain fed areas, the window for taking up of timely land 
preparation, sowing and inter-culture operations is narrow especially in the low rainfall zones. Failing to 
exploit this limited window often leads to a compromise on productivity and efficiency in crop production. 
In high rainfall areas dominated by heavy soils, drainage is more crucial to prevent damage to crop from 
excess soil moisture in the root zone especially in pulses, oilseeds and cotton. Labour shortage at peak 
times of demand is a serious problem faced by farmers. Adoption of climate resilient practices such as soil 
incorporation of legume catch crops and crop residues to improve soil health and resource conservation 
technologies are linked to timely access to appropriate farm machinery at reasonable cost. Several options 
are now available to increase the efficiency and timeliness of agricultural operations even on small farms 
by using farm machinery.  
 
Objective of custom Hiring Centres -  

 Provides access to small and marginal farmers to costly farm machinery  

 Facilitates timeliness in farm operations and efficient use of inputs  

 Promotes technologies to the farmers  

 Reduces drudgery  

 Promotes increase in cropping intensity wherever feasible  

 Facilitates crop residue recycling and prevents burning of residues  

 Reduction in cost of cultivation  

 Provides work opportunities to skilled labour and small artisans  
 Sustainable development  

 
Establishment and management of village level custom hiring centre for farm machinery 
1. Mechanization brings in timeliness and precision to agricultural operations, greater field coverage over 
a short period, cost-effectiveness, efficiency in use of resources and applied inputs, conservation of 
available soil moisture under stress conditions and provision of adequate drainage of excess rain and 
floodwaters.  
2. Custom hiring centres (CHCs) for farm implements will be established in villages, which could 
successfully empower women farmers to tide over the shortage of labour and improve efficiency of 
agricultural operations.  
3. A group of women farmers' either nominated by the gram sabha or village level women’s collectives 
will manages the custom hiring centre. This group of women will be called as the Custom Hiring Centre 
committee (CHCC).  
4. The rates for hiring the machines/ implements to be decided by the Custom Hiring Centre committee 
(CHCC).  
5. The custodian of custom hiring centre to be selected based on their skill in machinery; she should have 
fair knowledge of repair and operation of farm implements. It is the sole responsibility of the custodian 
to arrange for repairs by engaging a technician to rectify the custom hiring implement problems. The 
custodian gets incentives for doing the job as per the norms fixed during his selection in the CHCC meeting. 
The amount collected as rent is deposited in the CHCC bank account after deducting the custodian 
incentives, as sustainability fund.  
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Experience of BAIF: 

 Through the collaborative initiative of BAIF Institute for Rural Development- Andhra Pradesh (BIRD-
AP) and ITC, Kolkata, Agri Business Centres (ABC) are initiated in Prakasham and Guntur districts of 
Andhra Pradesh and Kohir area Telangana in view to integrate the farmers into farmer oriented groups 
to resolve the agriculture related issues through collective efforts. 

 At present 44 CHC are functioning through ABC Groups in Prakhasam and Guntur Districts area and 
11 CHC in Kohir area of Telangana.  Each custom hiring center is equipped with farm implements like 
Oil engines, irrigation pipes, Drums, Ridgers, Taiwan Sprayer, Weighing machines, Rotavators, 
Sprayers, Generators, Thresher, Boiler, Power tiller, Borewell picker etc. 

 An initial support ranging from INR 75000 to INR 150000 is provided to purchase the required 
implements. Custom Hiring Center is owned, operated and maintained by the ABCs only. 

 Steps involved:  
 Identifying the required resource/implement based on the requirement of farmers. 
 Training of village youth in maintaining the implements 
 Linkage with Agriculture department for availing subsidies 
 Purchasing the required resource/ implement from the money deposited in bank by ABC/support 

provided by Donor 
 Meeting for fixing the hire price for the implements. 
 Farmers hire the equipment based on the policy framed by the group 

 Benefits: 
 Rent for implements is lower than the market 
 Increased productivity 
 Timely completion of work 
 Reduced dependency 
 Enterprise development 
 Because of timely availability of equipment’s at cheaper rate at their village cost of cultivation is 

reduced & farmers are getting good yield from their field  
 A simple intervention like providing the pipes for irrigation reduced the cost of irrigation from ` 

2000/- acre to ` 920/-acre and introduction of a tobacco leaf stitching machine helps to reduce 
the cost from `1585/- per quintal to ` 900/- quintal.   

 Maximum farmers were selected the implements for spraying, sowing, and harvesting operation. 
Revenue collected data revealed that in one single growing season farmers reduced the 50% 
drudgery and 18% increase in the quality crop production.  
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ANNEXURE B 

BAIF’s Experience of Women Empowerment Programs  

More than 1500 FIGs have been have been promoted for dairy, goat, poultry, vermin composting, 

vegetable cultivation, bamboo products, fisheries and lack cultivation. As per location, other location 

specific FIGs have also been promoted at the project location and relevant backward forward linkages are 

established. Farmer collectives in form of formal and informal bodies have been established to support 

market linkage of major produce from Wadi’s and local agricultural produce. 22 informal farmer 

collectives called Vibhags with more than 5500 farmers have been promoted in Maharashtra to facilitate 

market linkage through a systematic process of grading, packaging and bulk marketing of vegetable 

cultivation, goat and dairy products. More than 20 Farmer co-operatives, 18550 farmers have been 

organized in Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra and Gujarat to ensure marketing and 

food processing of Mango, Amla and Cashews. An innovative floriculture corporative has also been 

promoted in Jawahar block Palghar district of Maharashtra names Vrindavan Pushpa Utpadak Sangha. 

More than 5,500 tribal farmers have been organized into the cooperative and flowers from six tribal block 

of Palghar worth Rs. 14 crore marketed in Mumbai between 2007-2017. BAIF is working as technical 

facilitation agency and knowledge partner for MSRLM, SERP  in Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh and 

directly works with women farmers groups, to support their livelihood enhancement and value chain 

development. Some of the key thematic areas covered through BAIF's program effort are o Livestock 

development, scientific cattle management  

 Goat rearing and management  

 Fodder and feed promotion and treatment  

 Water Resource Development , Water Harvesting and Watershed Development  

 Small plot agriculture and horticulture interventions  

 Agri horti processing, value addition and marketing  

 Skill building in farm- off farm and non farm sectors  

 Small social enterprise promotion in rural areas  

 Management of SHGs and productive income generation  

 Forest based livelihoods promotion   
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ANNEXURE C 

Multidisciplinary Programme Coverage 

STATE - DISTRICTS Livestock 
Development 

Watershed 
Development 

Agriculture/Wadi 
Agri-Business 

Women Empowement 
Dev. Finance / Health 

Andhra Pradesh - Guntur, Prakasam 

West Godavari 

Chittoor 

Anantapur 







 


 


  

Bihar - Banka, Munger 

Chhapra, Samastipur, Vaishali 

Araria, Arwal, Aurangabad, Banka, Bhagalpur, Begusarai, Bhojpur, Buxar, 

E. Champaran, W. Champaran, Darbhanga, Gaya, Gopalganj, Jamui, Kaimur, 

Katihar, Khagaria, Kishanganj, Lakhisarai, Jehanabad, Madhubani, Madhepura, 

Munger, Muzaffarpur, Nalanda, Nawada, Patna, Purnia, Rohtas, Samastipur, 

Saran, Saharsa, Sheohar, Sitamarhi, Siwan, Supaul, Vaishali 







 



 


Gujarat - Bhavnagar, Vadodara 

Dangs, Navsari, Valsad 

Bharuch, Surat, Tapi 

Ahmedabad, Banaskantha, Gandhinagar, Junagadh, 

Kutch, Mehsana, Narmada, Patan, Panchmahal, Porbandar, Rajkot 

Amreli, Jamnagar 

U.T. of Dadra and Nagar Haveli 









 


 


 
 

 










 
 

 








 
 

 


Haryana - Jind     

Jharkhand - Bokaro, Chatra, Deoghar, Dhanbad, Dumka, East Singhbhum, Garhwa, Giridih, 

Godda, Gumla, Hazaribagh, Jamtara, Khunti, Koderma, Latehar, Lohardaga, Pakur, 

Palamu, Ramgarh, Ranchi, Sahibganj, Saraikela-Kharsawa, Simdega, West Singhbhum 

    

Karnataka - Chitradurga, Chamarajanagara     

Bagalkot, Bidar, Chikkaballapura, Davanagere, Dharwad, Kalburagi, Mandya, Shimogga, Yadgir    

Belagavi, Bellary, Gadag, Hassan, Haveri, Koppal, Mysore, Raichur, Uttara Kannada, Vijayapura     

Tumkur   

Madhya Pradesh - Dhar, Guna, Jhabua    

Barwani, Betul    

Chhattarpur, Tikamgarh     

Sehore, Indore    

Raisen, Seoni, Satna, Singrauli     

Bhopal, Damoh, Datia, Mansore, Panna, Sagar, Ujjain     

Rajgarh     

Gwalior, Guna     

Vidisha     

Betul    

Hoshangabad    

Maharashtra- Ahmednagar, Amravati, Buldhana, Chandrapur, Dhule, Gadchiroli, Jalgaon    

Nagpur, Nandurbar, Nashik, Pune, Washim, Wardha, Yavatmal     

Palghar, Gondia, Nanded, Thane    

Beed, Bhandara    

Hingoli    

Akola     

Aurangabad, Kolhapur, Latur, Parbhani, Sangli, Satara, Solapur     

Osmanabad     

Raigad    

Sindhudurg     

Odisha - Angul, Bolangir, Bargarh, Bhadrak, Boudh, Cuttack, Ganjam, Jagtsinghpur, Jajpur,  

Jharsuguda, Kalahandi, Kendrapada, Koraput, Nabrangpur, Nuapada, Puri, Sambalpur, 

Sonepur, Sundargarh 

 


   

Rajasthan- Bundi, Udaipur 

Ajmer, Banswara, Barmer, Chittorgarh, Dungarpur 

Alwar, Bhilwara, Bharatpur, Baran, Dausa, Jhalawar, Pratapgarh, Rajsamand 

Jaipur, Karauli, Nagaur, Sirohi, Sawai Madhopur, Tonk 









 









Telangana - Mahabubnagar, Rangareddy     

Khammam, Karimnagar, Nalgonda, Warangal    

Medak   

Uttarakhand- Champawat, Dehradun, Rudraprayag, Pithoragarh, Pauri Garhwal, Tehri Garhwal,    

Almora, Bageshwar, Chamoli, Haridwar, Nainital, Uddham Singh Nagar    
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  Detailed Budget  

        Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

Sr. 

No 

Activity 

detail 
Unit 

Unit 

cost 

(Rs) 

No 

of 

Units 

Total 

Cost 
No of Units Total Cost No of Units 

I Project Cost               

A Field actions               

1 

Demonstration 

of food grain 

crop in 1 Arce 
area  

No of 

participants 
3000 100 300000 100 300000 100 

2 

Promotion of 

organic 
vegetable 

cultivation 

and 

development 
of kitchen 

garden  

No of 

participants 
1000 200 200000 500 500000 500 

5 

Village level 
cadre 

development 

and field 

coordnation  

No 10000 24 240000 24 240000 24 

  
A ( Total cost 

) 
      740000   1040000   

B 

Capacity 

Buliding, 

Awareness 

programs, 

Meetings 

              

1 

Crop 

Productivity 

Enhancement  

No of 

Trainings 
2000 4 8000 4 8000 4 

2 

Farm 
Mechenisation 

and Tracktor 

Training  

No of 

Trainings 
5000 4 20000 4 20000 4 

3 
Day 

celebration  

No of 

Trainings 
8000 3 24000 3 24000 3 

Uttar Pradesh - Agra, Allahabad, Amethi, Kasganj, Rae Bareli, Sultanpur 

Pratapgarh 

Bahraich, Balrampur, Gonda 

Agra, Aligarh, Ambedkar Nagar, Amethi, Amroha, Auraiya, Azamgarh, Bagpat, Bahraich, Ballia, 

Balrampur, Banda, Barabanki, Bareilly, Basti, Bhadohi, Bijnor, Budaun,  Bulandshahar, 

Chandauli, Chitrakoot, Deoria, Etah, Etawah, Faizabad, Farrukhabad, Fatehpur, Firozabad, 

Gautam Buddh Nagar, Ghaziabad, Ghazipur, Gonda, Gorakhpur, Hamirpur, Hapur, Hardoi, 

Hathras, Jalaun, Jaunpur, Jhansi, Kannauj, Kanpur Dehat, Kanpur Nagar, Kanshiram Nagar, 

Kaushambhi, Kushinagar, Lakhimpur Khiri, Lalitpur, Lucknow, Maharajganj, Mahoba, Mainpuri, 

Mathura, Mau Nath Bhanjan, Meerut, Mirzapur, Moradabad, Muzzafar Nagar, Pilibhit, 

Pratapgarh,Prayagraj,Raibareli,Rampur,Saharanpur,Sambhal,SantKabirNagar,Shahjahanpur, 

Shamali, Shravasti, Siddarthnagar, Sitapur, Sonbhadra, Sultanpur, Unnao,Varanasi  
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4 

Soft Skills and 

Leadership  
Development  

No of 

Trainings 
10000 2 20000 4 40000 4 

6 Exposure visit    35000 1 35000 1 35000   

  Sub Total B       107000   127000   

C 

Developing 

Forward 

Linkages 

              

  

Enterprise 
promotion and 

formation  

Lumsum 
50000 1 50000 2 100000 2 

  

Marketing and 
collective 

movement by 

farmer   

Lumsum 

35000 0 0 2 70000 2 

  

Subject Matter 
Specialist 

(SMS) 

No of 
Months 15000 12 180000 12 180000 12 

Sub Total C       230000   350000   

  
Total I 

(A+B+C) 
      1077000   1517000   

II 
Mangement 

cost  
              

1 

Project 

Officer (1 full 

time) 

No of 
Months 

40000 12 480000 12 480000 12 

4 
Travel 
expenses 

Monthly 5000 12 60000 12 60000 12 

5 
Project 

Overheads 
Monthly 10000 12 120000 12 120000 12 

Total (II)       660000   660000   

III 

Techno 

Management 

Charges 

 (10% of 

programme 

measures) 

    107700   151700   

Net Total (I + 

II+III) 
      1844700   2328700   

                  

Cost per benificiary  
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